
 



 

SEPTEMBER 2015 

A MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT 

Welcome to the September issue of The Romsey Modeller. 

I guess the big news this month was the completion of the building work at Ampfield Hall. We held our 

September Extra meeting there on the 2
nd

, evidently with still some minor work to be done to the new 

extension. So, our ‘home’ now has a new kitchen and side hall, two additional kitchens, toilets and a new 

meeting room. The main hall has been awarded new lighting and a fresh coat of paint. I must say how pleased 

I was with work, particularly as we also have a tarmac car park, much better for the winter ahead. 

Furthermore, we may just have enough space for a small model show, with effectively a trader hall ready for 

use. Anyhow, we’ll see. Let’s hope on Wednesday that there are actually some keys so we can lock the place 

up!!     

We will continue with the pub nights next year, maybe just 2 or so during the summer. It was an interesting, 

albeit enforced experiment, which worked rather well, with many members bringing work along which even 

the pub goers took an interest in! I hope that all that went to these nights enjoyed it as much as I did. 

I did manage a little modelling this month, work on 3 models goes on…including a tiny 1/43
rd

 car…with my eyes 

I can barely see it let alone build it! I haven’t consciously started 3 kit’s, it’s just developed that way. I’ll try and 

get one at least finished for Telford… 

Following the summer break we’ve a busy month ahead, with two competitions (news on that further on), and 

a show at Farnborough and then two more shows before Telford in November. 

In this issue you will see a wide variety of work from our members, ranging from aircraft to sci-fi and possibly 

anything in between.  Is there something you’d like to see? Then simply submit an article and we’ll publish it.  

See you all in the middle of the week and enjoy the Battle of Britain competition. 

Paul 

Club President 

 

Paul 

Club President. 

 

This is the newsletter of Romsey Modellers a group of plastic modellers based in Southern Hampshire. We cater 

for all modelling genres and skill levels from beginners to well-seasoned gurus. 

We meet on the 1
st
 and 3

rd
 Wednesdays of the month from 8pm to 10pm in Ampfield, Hampshire, where we 

often run workshops and club competitions but more importantly have a good chat about our hobby. We also 

attend most of the local model shows, where we exhibit our member’s completed projects. 

We have an open door policy so if you want to  sample how we can help you get more out of your hobby or just 

come and have a friendly discussion (tea and biscuits provided) please feel free to turn up – see the last page for 

details or visit our web site 

www.romseymodellers.co.uk 

file:///C:/modelling/Newletter/December%202009/www.romseymodellers.co.uk
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CLUB NEWS  

COMPETITION NEWS 

 

Build a Model in a Day 

Sadly, we’ve had to postpone the model in a day competition due to a lack of entries. I am loath to state 

‘interest’ as I’m sure there is still plenty of that for this event.. I know this was disappointing to the few who 

were ready to turn up ( photos below of intended build subjects ) however due to individual circumstances, 

many members were unavailable on Sunday 13
th

, and so a decision was made with the agreement of others 

who could attend, to delay the contest to a later date this year. We’ll discuss that date on Wednesday night. 

 

  

 

Battle of Britain 75
th

 Anniversary Competition  

This month we will hold the long awaited BoB competition. The contest is for any single model or diorama that 

relates to the events in the summer of 1940. Whilst I’m sure we’ll see a number of Spitfires, Hurricanes and 

Bf109’s, with an open brief however, some members will surely get creative and offer something different for 

members to judge.   

The usual guidance notes apply to our club competition, but if you’re not sure, just check with Sean or Paul.   

Please remember to add your name to the back of your entry slip as it can be difficult to ascertain after the 

event who entered what.  
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IPMS Farnborough Modelfest 2015  

Our next show is this forthcoming Saturday 19th at Kings International College, Watchetts Drive, Camberley, 

Surrey.  We have our usual 12 foot of table space reserved. This is a well organised and attended event and 

has been a popular day out for many club members over the years. Whilst there is no competition, there will 

be plenty of club’s displaying their work and traders upon which you can spend your hard earned cash on.  

More details can be found on the IPMS Farnborough website… 

http://www.ipms-farnborough.co.uk/index.php?id=modelfest 

We’ll discuss who’s going and transport on Wednesday.  

 

YOUR WORLD WAR I STORIES 

While thinking recently of content for the magazine, I decided I wanted to write about my Great Uncle’s time 

during WWI. He did nothing extraordinary, but signed up willingly and did his bit in the trenches of France. I’ll 

save the full story for another issue, but this got me wondering who else in the club had a relative who served 

his country during the 1914-18 conflict. I personally have no photos of my Great Uncle, but I have supporting 

documentation that will be interest to some.  So do you fancy writing 500 or so words and enlighten us on 

your family history?  You know what to do. 

 

FROM THE ROMSEY MODELLER’S FACEBOOK GROUP 

 

  

http://www.ipms-farnborough.co.uk/index.php?id=modelfest
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REVELL 1/32 HAWKER HUNTER FGA.9 –PART 1 
BY TONY ADAMS  

I purchased this kit on a whim during my one 

and only trip to Ayrey’s for the princely sum of 

£15 not bad for a 1/32 kit of this size. During 

this visit I also picked up Italeri’s 1/32 F-104 

which was considerably more expensive. I 

started considering building the F-104 and 

purchased a number of add-ons for the model 

including a resin cockpit, as I have never 

attempted a project of this scale before I 

decided to build the Hunter as a test piece to 

get some experience, if it didn’t work out I my 

monetary investment was reasonably low. I 

managed to pick up a resin cockpit set 

(admittedly for a F6) for less than £10 so I could practice it’s preparation and painting.  

The Hawker Hunter is ascetically my favourite aircraft , just edging out the Spitfire , the sleek smooth 

uncluttered lines seem to oose 1950’s British design excellence and I guess takes me back to my childhood 

where it was (just) still a frontline aircraft. I have been wanting to build one for sometime – time to get on with 

it. 

THE KIT 

The kit itself was initially released in 1998 as a Hunter F6 , this more recent boxing is slightly modified to allow 

the building of a RAF FGA.9 or Swiss Mk58 

Option 1– Hawker Hunter FGA.9, No.1 Squadron, Royal Air Force, West Raynham, England, September 1963 

Option 2– Hawker Hunter F.58, Fliegerstaffel 21, Swiss Air Force, Emmen Air Base, March 1994 

Naturally I would be building the RAF option. 

For the age of the moulding I was very impressed, the plastic was crisply moulded with no flash and the 

recessed surface detail was very fine. There was plenty of plastic in the box as you would expect from a model 

of this size, most of the wing stores were for the Swiss aircraft, which was a relief as I hate doing them.  

  

A couple of sprue shots (shamelessly nicked from the internet as I didn’t take any photos) 
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THE COCKPIT 

The kit cockpit is actually very good, with a good level of detail and raised instrument panel that would allow 

easy painting, however it is let down by the ejection seat. However I was determined to try out the resin set  

  

True details Hunter F6 resin detail set 

 

The set consists of cockpit instrument, floor and side panels , 

ejector seat and pipe work 

 

  

  

Comparision of resin(left) v kit parts (right) , obviously the resin wins but the kit parts are not bad 
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Firstly I have the resin parts a good soak on hot soapy water to remove all traces of release agent , I then cut 

the various parts of the formers. A few air bubble needed to be filled, there was a moulding fault on the rear of 

the right console with the detail being markedly “soft” (poorer than the kit parts, but I didn’t think this would 

be noticeable so I pressed on. 

  

The resin parts are almost a 1 to 1 replacement for the kit parts fo there wasn’t much fettling of the plastic to 

do , however it did take quite a while shaving the resin parts to allow the fuselage together correctly. 

Once I was happy with the fit I gave the resin parts a coat of primer. 50s RAF jets used black as their main 

cockpit colour which would make seeing the detail very difficult, I did consider adding lighting but in the end 

decided against it. Instead I decided to use dark grey (Tamiya XF-86 Dark Rubber) and highlight where I could 

with light grey to bring out the detail.  

 

  

The instrument panel was painted XF-86 before 

drybrushing with XF-20.  

Klear was used to represent instrument gauge glass 

while so detail in yellow was painted on 

 

I added numerous coats of Klear to build up the glass of the instrument panels , this looked great when wet 

but dulled a little when dry – it’s Ok but maybe there is a better way of doing this. Some kit parts , were used 

such as the rudder pedals , which were clean up and painted. 
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The cockpit tube was again painted XF-86 and highlighted with XF-20. Additional scuffs and marks were dry 

brushed with silver which made the black look suitably metallic 

 

I now moved onto the seat , which needed a significant amount of brush painting ( which I normal try to avoid 

as I’m rubbish at it!) so I was a little apprehensive. 

   

First the seat was sprayed with XF-

86 and given a coat of klear to 

make it semi gloss 

I then painted the canvas back 

panel sandy brown 

Further belts were painted buff a 

hand mixed light blue which looked 

close to my references 

I made new ejection handles from thick wire from an old 

electrical coil (and advantage of being an electric engineer is 

that I have plenty of these lying around), these were primed 

and painted yellow / black 
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The harness buckels were picked out with silver which was also used to drybrush the seat to pick out the detail 

and give it a used look. Finally MIG dark wash was used to add a little grime ( and hide my poor painting). All in 

all I was very pleased with the result. 

 

  

The completed cockpit tub 

 

ASSEMBLY 

Now it was time to start constructing the model, my first challenge was the cannon pack / front undertake well 

assembly. Revell expect the front undercarriage leg to be glued in place as one of the first steps in the 

assembly , there was no way with my cack handedness this would have survived more than a few minutes 

before it was broken off, so I glued the piece together without it. I then released this would make the front 

wheel very fragile as much of the support comes from the leg being glued in with the wheel well box. After 

much thought I cut the leg and installed the upper portion as Revel had intended. I added a pin which 

hopefully will give the leg enough strength when I install it near the end of the build. 
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The front undercarriage proved to be tricky and 

resulted in me cutting the leg so that I could fit it at a 

later stage. 

 

The front fuselage was glued together using my normal liquid cement technique (squeezing the modern glue 

out of the joint to produce a seamless joint). The noses was fitted and all the joints cleaned and smoothed 

  

Plenty of lead weight was loaded into the nose to stop tail 

sitting 

The front fuselage section completed 
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The intake assembly is well thought out and allows for the parts to be glue together without presenting a 

hideous seam The parts were strayed Alclad aluminium before being glued together, a further tough up with 

the Alclad was prayed once the parts were together to cover the joint.  Masking tape was applied at this stage 

to protect these parts during main painting , this would cause a major issue later… 

 

The rear fuselage and wings were 

assembled without any issue. The 

connection of the front fuselage to the rear 

took a while to achieve as the front section 

is so heavy and I was worried about the 

joint cracking, so plenty of glues and clamps 

were employed. 

 

 

 

 

 

With the tail planes fitted the model was showing off the Hunters incredible shape. (and was getting too big to 

photograph professionally) 
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The wing flaps were nicely detailed but in the end I decided to 

mount them closed as Hunters rarely has them open on the 

ground 

The ‘Sabrinas’ named after a female television celebrity of the 

1950s whose claim to fame was in being ‘well endowed’! 

were used to collect gun cartridges after early issues with 

them flying into the air intakes 

  
The completed tail assemble The air brake added 

 

With the assembly complete I will bring this instalment to an end, next month I will continue with the painting 

and (hopefully) the completion of the model.  
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COUGAR 6X6 MRAP VEHICLE, MENG 1/35   PART 1 
BY KARL SCAMMELL 

BACKGROUND 

When US forces deployed to Afghanistan 

and Iraq in 2002/03, low intensity tasks 

such as security patrols were undertaken 

using the ubiquitous Humvees. 

However, these proved vulnerable to IED’s 

due to their flat floors, limited armour 

protection and limited ground clearance. 

Therefore in response to an urgent 

operational requirement from the USMC, 

American Force Protection Inc. quickly 

started developing the mine resistant 

ambush protected (MRAP) vehicle.  The 

design incorporates a V-shaped hull and a raised chassis. Generally, blast waves from an explosive device 

spread along the ground after detonation so the high ground clearance keeps the blast waves away from the 

vehicle and the V-shaped hull deflects the blast away from the underside. The vehicle is available in two 

configurations either a 4x4 or 6x6. Since the Cougar’s introduction into service in 2004, vehicle borne 

casualties from IED/mine blasts have been massively reduced. The Cougar has also been widely adopted by 

many of the coalition forces for use in high threat environments. A variant of the Cougar is also in-service with 

the British Army, it is known as the ‘Mastiff’. 

The variant I will be constructing will be the 6 x6 USMC version, used in an EOD role. 

CONSTRUCTION.  

The first thing that struck me was the 

quality of the kit. This is the first time I have 

attempted a Meng product and first 

impressions were good. Although, with a 

price tag of around £50.00 it should be. The 

kit was supplied with instructions not in the 

usual sheet format but with a full colour 

manual. It also comes supplied with photo-

etched parts, rubber tyres and pre-coloured 

green clear acrylic for the armoured 

windows. 

 

 

 

 

  

 

The impressive manual. 
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LOWER HULL ASSEMBLY 

This assembly was quite straight forward with construction of the rear step and leaf springs, followed by the 

axle/drive shaft combination. Once these sub- assemblies were complete they were attached to the hull. Some 

minor modification around the rear step/leaf spring interface was required to achieve the correct fit. 

 

The lower hull was completed by 

attaching the fuel tanks on both sides 

and then fitting the front bumper. Some 

minor filling was required on the fuel 

tanks around the seams but this was 

minor. 

 

 

 

The lower hull assembly was then 

sprayed with Tamiya Grey Primer, 

followed by the following top coat mix of 

1/3 Revell Acrylic Sand with 2/3 Matt 

White. This mix seemed to give a good 

representation of the colour applied to 

deployed vehicles.  

I also decided to selectively add to the 

axles/spring assemblies, an oil/grease 

staining wash (Mig). Followed by further 

weathering with a combination of Mig 

Light Dust (P027) and Standard Rust 

(P025) pigments followed sealing with 

matt clear acrylic. 

 

 

CREW COMPARTMENT. 

The crew compartment consists of a front section where the driver and co-driver are located and the rear 

cabin where a further 8 seats are located. Once the floor section had been sprayed the seats were fitted and 

the dash board fitted. This kit supplies seat belts which are of a soft plastic and were attached to the seats 

using super glue. In addition a table and storage racking are supplied which can be fitted into the rear cabin. I 

took the opportunity to add some additional items to the rear cabin. These were a map on the table along with 

water bottles, ground roll and within the racking a large water container plus a spare ammo box. The seats and 

dashboard were all sprayed prior to fitting, so once everything was in place, further weathering was 

undertaken to give an ‘in theatre’ used look. For the internal weathering, Mig Light Dust was predominately 

used with small areas of a darker dust created from pastel chalks, selectively applied. The weathering effects 

applied to the internal cabin were then sealed by spraying a light coat of acrylic matt lacquer.  The crew 

compartment was then glued onto the lower hull assembly. Overall, the fits were all generally good with no 

significant problems encountered during the assembly of this section.  

 

Impressive detail, front axle assembly. 

 

Completed lower hull assembly. 
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KIT DETAILS:-  

 Meng  SS-005 1/35 U.S. Cougar 6x6 MRAP Vehicle. 

Accessories:- 

 Meng   SPS-010 1/35 Water bottles. 

 Meng   SPS-014 1/35 Equipment for Modern US Military. 

 Meng   SPS-015 1/35 US Military Individual Load Carrying Kit 

To be continued…. 

 

 

FROM THE ARCHIVE 

Ed:  You may have noticed that we are a little thinner than normal on build articles , hopefully this will be 

remedied next month, but in the meantime I thought it would be worth reprinting an article from the Romsey 

Modeller of March 2009 for three reasons 

1. To add a mit more weight to this edition 

2. To remind everyone that a full archive of the Romsey Modeller is available on the Website stretching 

back to February 2009, in the case of the Romsey Modeller and to 2004 for its processor (Update). 

There is a massive amount of build article and information so it’s well worth having a twarl (one day I 

may get around to creating and index). 

3. To show that Paul is a pretty decent aircraft modeller when he’s not mucking about with those two 

wheel things 

 
  

 

Crew/rear accommodation just before further weathering. 
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BRISTOL BEAUFIGHTER BY PAUL ADAMS  

It’s been a few years since I finished my 1/48
th

 scale Beaufighter and only short while ago did I realise that I 

have written little about the project, or even taken many photos. Since completion, it’s done many shows for 

Romsey and received some favourable comments from fellow modellers and show goers alike. I reckon 

therefore I’ve done something right with it!! 

Inspiration came from seeing Ben’s version win the John Cox Memorial Trophy and an article in Tamiya Model 

Magazine, which appeared a number of years earlier. I’ve always loved the form of the fuselage and wing 

shape, and the chance to attempt the Malta based mid stone and dark earth paint scheme was all the 

motivation I needed. 

If you’ve built aircraft models before it’ll come as no surprise where I started. The interior was primed with 

Halford’s grey primer, pre-shaded with Tamiya flat black 

and sprayed Humbrol Interior green. After drying, I 

coated the fuselage walls with a couple of thin coats of 

Johnson’s Klear. This surface received a wash of brown 

and black oil paint to break up the monotone green. The 

cockpit was treated the same. Some careful masking 

helped pick out the black instrument panels, which were 

detail painted with various enamels. Despite being 

sparse in comparison to the real thing, once assembled 

complete with pre coloured etch belts it all looked very 

good. An airbrush coat of Hannants flat varnish was 

followed up with a dry brush of chrome silver and a 

dirtying down with Mig pigments. The fuselage halves could then be mated. Here’s the rear gunners cockpit. 

[1]  

As you would expect from Tamiya, the fit is first class and with a little filling and cleaning up, the wings were 

added shortly after. I decided at an early stage to remove the tail section so it could be posed at a slight angle 

for interest. After trimming the plastic 

away with the back of a hobby knife, the 

offending gap was filled with thin plastic 

card and holes drilled and angled pins fitted 

to the tail. A quick job that took no longer 

than an hour to achieve.  After the filling 

and sanding was completed I rescribed 

some panel lines that unavoidably get 

removed during the process. While this 

model was strictly out of the box, I did add 

a little detail. The landing lights located 

under the wings were removed for later 

replacement with lenses. Next up was the 

cockpit windscreen. The fit was a little off 

here and so a few hours of sanding the 

fuselage and test fitting, improved things. These were masked off with Tamiya tape before painting began. [2] 

The model was prepared for painting with Halfords grey primer upon which I airbrushed a pre-shading dark 

mix of Tamiya red brown. I thought I was being clever, but in hindsight this was a mistake, as I wasn’t happy 

with the resultant hue achieved once the top colours were on. I lightly sanded the primered and shaded 

surface with 1500 grit wet ‘n’ dry paper just to smooth out the blemishes slightly. 

 
[1] 

 
[2] 
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The main colours of this Malta based aircraft feature an azure blue underside, with mid stone and dark earth 

camouflage on top. I had done this scheme previously on my MkVb Spitfire, and while it looked ok, the overall 

paint job wasn’t weathered enough for my tastes, so I aimed to go further on this model. Hannants range of 

Xtra acrylics had just been released and I quickly snapped up their pre-faded colours, but decided to use the 

azure blue that I’d used on the Spitfire. The blue was thinned and applied randomly over the wing surface to 

achieve an inconsistent finish. The pre-shade brown didn’t help the overall look, turning the blue slightly too 

red in places. Next time I’ll use black. Allowing a day for drying was enough for the paint to withstand masking. 

I used large strips across the wings and left the ends ‘loose’ to allow for a soft painted edge along the leading 

edge of the wing. The 1/48
th

 Beaufighter is a large model, so expect to get through some masking tape!   

When I sprayed the Spitfire camouflage, I used sausages of blutak to create the soft edged finish. However, 

there was some residue left from this, so on the Beaufighter I took on the challenge of spraying the scheme 

freehand. The faded mid stone was airbrushed on, thinned slightly and as random as I could create. The end 

result was very satisfying, with several blotchy areas reminiscent of real weathering. Long before I began using 

Iwata airbrushes, I had my cheap eBay copy to use, and though it did the job, I struggled to spray the outline 

dark earth areas. You really do need a fine, double action airbrush for this task, something even finer than the 

Iwata CR Revolution. By spraying too far away (which is what I had to do), and too far away is 3-4 inches or so, 

the soft edge represents about 2 foot across in scale! The outlining took an age to do and in total I spent about 

4 hours doing just this. This was in part down to my inexperience, and the fact that the airbrush would 

repeatedly block. I discovered later this was because I thinned the Xtra acrylics paint with Tamiya thinners, not 

Hannants own version. Once the outline was done, it was a simple case (of course it wasn’t!) of filling in using a 

random motion with the airbrush. The model looked very stark at this point, but the weathering was about to 

change all that. 

To start with I mixed up a thinned mid stone and sprayed this in random streaks across the wings and fuselage, 

covering the dark earth patches to achieve a sun bleached look. I concentrated on the panel lines first and then 

broader areas, particularly on the wings. Once I was happy with that, several coats of klear were applied to the 

entire model. The glossy finish then received the few decals required. The wing roundels were difficult to bed 

down even after lashings of Microsol. I followed this with a dark brown wash of oils mixed from brown and 

black applied with a small brush to all panel lines and surface fittings. When I look back on it now, I’m not 

happy with the wash. The pigment would separate from the thinner and gather in some places in clumps. The 

wash should fade seamlessly into the surrounding paint – I’ll need to work on this for my next aircraft model.  I 

also added streaks of black oils around the engine cowlings to represent various fluid leaks. I retrospect I under 

did this area a little. [3,4,5]   

Once the oil wash had dried, I completed the assembly, fitting the undercarriage, which clips nicely into place, 

and attached the landing wheels. I applied several coats of Hannants acrylic flat varnish. This stuff is very 

gloopy and is to be airbrushed straight from the jar. I believe some thinner is needed, as the resultant finish is 

too rough for what I was seeking. More weathering followed with Mig pigments powders. I used black for a 

sooty look around gun ports and the extensive exhaust staining under the wings. Desert sand pigment was 

used on the tail wheel and around the landing gear with a dusting added to the tyres. [6] 

  
[3] [4] 
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To achieve the chipping effect I used two Berol Charismacolour pencils, one dark grey and the other silver. 

Dark grey was used to provide a primer/undercoat and then filling in with silver in a random fashion for fresh 

damage. [7,8] 

Lastly, the rear gunner’s canopy was added, along with aerial wire made from invisible thread. All that 

remained was to unmask the pilot’s canopy and she was done. [9] 

Overall I am pleased with the model – going further with the weathering was very satisfying, but in hindsight I 

could have gone further. Thanks to John Hazel, I recently learnt that I had applied the colours of the navigation 

lights on the wing tips the wrong way around!! Cheers John!  Since completing this model I’ve seen several 

other Beaufighters at shows, but one in particular at Scale Modelworld made me realise how much more I 

need to learn to make the most of these superb kits. [10] 

  
[5] [6] 

  
[7] [8] 

  
[9] [10] 
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CLUB DIARY 2015 

2015 

August 19
th

  Club Night   

September 16
th

 Club Night - BoB Competition September 19
th

 IPMS Farnborough Show 

October 7
th

  

October 21
st

   

Club Night Extra  

Club Night 

October 11
th

 

October 24
th

 

Bovington Show (TBC) 

Yeovilton Autumn Show (TBC) 

November 4
th

  

November 18
th

 

Club Night Extra  

Annual Competition 

November 7
th

 / 8
th 

November 19
th

  

Scale ModelWorld 2015 

Middle Wallop Show (TBC) 

December 2
nd

  

December 16
th

  

Club Night Extra  

Xmas Night 

  

Next Meeting: Wednesday September 16
th

       (8pm to 10pm) 

CONTACT INFO 

Web Site wwww.romseymodellers.co.uk  email info@romseymodellers.co.uk 

Club President   Paul Adams 

Club Secretary   Tony Adams Tel: 01794 519153 

Magazine Editor  Tony Adams Tel: 07736555664  email: tony@romseymodellers.co.uk 

Treasurer  Steve Edwards  

Competition Secretary   Sean Summers  

Thank you to this month’s contributors to this publication 

Tony Adams 

Paul Adams 

Karl Scammell 

FINDING US 

Ampfield Village Hall 

Morleys Lane 

Romsey 

Hampshire 

SO51 9BJ 
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